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藤澤 哲郎
Tetsuro FUJISAWA High-pressure electrophoresis was designed to investigate the association system of proteins quantitatively. In this methodology, pressure and temperature precisely perturbs the association equilibrium of supermolecular protein assembly, whose decomposed fractions can be in-situ analyzed by native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE). The bands of these fractions allow us not only to unravel the elementary process of assembly formation but also to quantify various volumetric properties including thermal expansion change of each process. In this article, we report its application to the problem of amyloid protofibril formation. ［high-pressure native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, supermolecular protein assembly, association equilibrium, thermodynamic analysis, volumetric properties, thermal expansion change］ . Relationship between association schemes and gel patterns. In the sequential association model, various short oligomers would emerge upon the dissociation process, resulting in the multiple electrophoresis band following the major band (upper row). In the nucleationand-elongation model, on the other hand, short oligomers could not be observed, because dissociation would occur only at the terminus of protofibril per monomer, and the remaining nucleus oligomer would resist against the dissociation (lower row). Consequently, dissociation equilibrium at D 0 is no longer established, providing the subsequently dissociated monomer (gray circle) at t 1 ′ . At the following time t 2 , the newly dissociated monomer migrates to D 1 , while the originally existing monomer migrates to D 2 . These continuous dissociation and migration result in the tail after the major band. 
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